#TELUSwhy Q&A
What is this campaign about? The campaign is about promoting volunteerism in Wood Buffalo and
inspiring people to volunteer. At the same time we want to show our volunteers how awesome they are
by having them enter in a contest for valuable prizes from Telus!!!
How can I participate in it? Participating in this campaign is simple:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Register as a volunteer on WBVolunteers.ca
Join the facebook group #TELUSwhy
Volunteer and snap a pic of you while volunteering
Post the pic on our #TELUSwhy facebook page including the hashtag with your reason why you
volunteer

When are the draws? There will be 2 draws for our facebook campaign. November 30th and January 3rd.
Can I post several times on the #TELUSwhy facebook page? Absolutely! In that way you’ll have higher
odds for getting a prize!
If my name gets drawn more than once, can I get 2 prizes? Unfortunately each person participating in
the contest can get only one prize. If we have your name drawn twice, we’ll have to repeat the draw. The
same participant can only participate in the contest with one facebook profile.
Are there any prize conditions? Any prize awarded in the contest is subject to the following conditions:
A) Prize value as advertised or otherwise provided is approximate only. You will not be compensated
if actual prize delivery is lower than the quotes value
B) The prize must be accepted as awarded and may not be transferred, unless otherwise determined
by FuseSocial. The prize is provided “as is” without representation of warranty of any kind by
FuseSocial
C) The prize will not be replaced if lost, destroyed, mutilated or stolen.
How will potential winners be selected? FuseSocial will conduct a random draw from among eligible
entries received. For each prize to be awarded in the contest, one entrant will be randomly selected as a
potential winner and notified using the information provided at the time of entry. In the event any
potential winner does not respond to such notification within a reasonable time period, as determined by
FuseSocial, declines a prize for any reason or does not meet the requirements set forth in this contest
rules, as determined by FuseSocial, the potential winner will be disqualified, and, time permitting, an
alternate potential winner may be randomly selected from among eligible entries, or the prize may be
cancelled.
How do I claim a prize? Once a potential winner is confirmed as a winner, prize distribution will be
promptly coordinated. Except as otherwise indicated by FuseSocial, a winner must periodically take
delivery of the prize as instructed within 30 days of being notified that such prize is available or within
such other time period as may reasonably be advised. If a winner fails to take delivery of the prize as
instructed, the prize will be deemed forfeited.

Will I appear in any publicity if I am a winner? If you are a winner, FuseSocial may require you to appear
in publicity related to the contest.
By accepting a prize:
A) You grant to FuseSocial and any co-sponsors of the contest the irrevocable right to record,
photograph or otherwise capture or document you, your likeness, your voice, or any statements
you make regarding the Contest or the Prize, by any available means
B) You agree that any such captured material, together with your biographical information, such as
name, or your entry material may be used by FuseSocial in any media for the contest.
C) You acknowledge that the Publicity Parties shall not be required to compensate you, notify you,
or request your permission in connection with their use of any publicity materials, unless
otherwise prohibited by law; and
D) You waive any rights that you may have or that may otherwise ecist in connection with any use of
the publicity material by any of the publicity parties, including any moral rights in any such
Publicity Material

